
2023 NAKP 
Hosted by the DKGNA 

 
We are having great response to the 2023 North American 
Kurzhaar Prüfung taking place October 20th and 21st, in 
Walla Walla, WA.  We are hopeful that we will be able to 
accommodate all entries.  We are limited as to the number of 
dogs that can be evaluated by each judging group.  We 
would like to run four dogs’ group with a maximum of five.  
The question will be how many judging groups we will be 
able to field.  We encourage all interested members to get 
your entries in early to secure your spot in the test!!!   

 
The rules for the NAKP were adopted in 2013 and state to provided dogs from North 
America that cannot participate in an Internationalen Kurzhaar Prüfung (IKP) for monetary 
reasons are given the opportunity to show their hunting suitability and aptitude at the 
NAKP.  
 
The test regulations for this test are the same as for the Internationalen Kurzhaar Prüfung 
(IKP) with identical entry qualifications. The entry qualifications are: 
 

 (1)  The test is open to all dogs registered in the Deutsch-Kurzhaar studbook 
fulfilling the following admission requirements.  The dogs must have: 
a) achieved at least two 1st prize scores at two different of the following tests:  
Derby, Solms or AZP, VGP, whereby a single repetition for each test is allowed. 
b)  received a conformation score of at least "SG" (Sehr Gut = Very Good). 
 
Instead of the Herbstzucht Prüfung Solms (Autumn Breeding Test Solms), the 
Jagdgebrauchshundver-band’s Autumn Breeding Test is also recognized if the 
performance in all test categories needed for a 1st Prize at the Solms is achieved 
(very good performance (sehr gute Leistungen) = score of 9 to 11 in the 
HZP test categories). 

 
The admission requirements must be fulfilled by the entry date, which will be September 
13th.  By setting the entry date on September 13th it allows for dogs to participate in two 
DKGNA Solms/AZP tests prior to the NAKP entry date, allowing them the opportunity to 
qualify.  Entry Fee for the NAKP will be $200.00.    When submitting your entry you need 
to submit your Test and Zuchtschau Scoresheets from the test that makes your dog 
eligible.  Click here access an entry form for the NAKP. 
 
The test rules are basically a Solms, without the drags, and with a feather game retrieve 
from deep cover.  It is the expectation of the judges that the dogs will preform at a higher 
level than the Solms.  Click here to read the IKP/NAKP regulations. 

https://dkgna.org/dkgna-entry-form/
http://dkgna.org/articles/2023/02/IKP-NAKP_Rules.pdf


 
We encourage all DK owners to prepare your dogs for this event.  The NAKP only 
happens every two years.  The Kleemann is the only DKV test that holds a higher status 
than the IKP/NAKP.   
 
The NAKP will take place in conjunction with the DKGNA Annual Meeting.  Additional 
information will be forthcoming.  Click here to see the itinerary for the NAKP/DKGNA 
Annual Meeting. 
 
 
 
 

http://dkgna.org/articles/2023/03/NAKP-DKGNA_Annual_Meeting_Ininerary_-_Feb_28_23.pdf
http://dkgna.org/articles/2023/03/NAKP-DKGNA_Annual_Meeting_Ininerary_-_Feb_28_23.pdf

